Join this peer-led Wicked Smart Group:

**Studying for Science Classes**

*A space to get together with fellow STEM students to learn new study strategies*

**Thursday Evenings 7-8 PM**
**Bi-weekly starting September 24**
**Usira’s Zoom Room**
Facilitated by Usira, Academic Peer Mentor, Baldwin Center

Dear STEM student, you are not alone. Do your professors sometimes sound like they are speaking a foreign language on 2x speed? Formulas slowly haunting you in your dreams? Feel unprepared for exams? Doing everything and still struggling? WE HAVE ALL BEEN THERE!!

Come by my Wicked Smart Group alone or with friends to learn about new study strategies, time management skills, or meet new study partners.

If you have any questions please contact Tina Chong, cchong2@bowdoin.edu or Usira Ali, uali@bowdoin.edu.